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Abstract

Across all languages studied to date, audiovisual speech exhibits a consistent rhythmic structure. This rhythm is critical to speech
perception. Some have suggested that the speech rhythm evolved de novo in humans. An alternative account – the one we
explored here – is that the rhythm of speech evolved through the modification of rhythmic facial expressions. We tested this idea
by investigating the structure and development of macaque monkey lipsmacks and found that their developmental trajectory is
strikingly similar to the one that leads from human infant babbling to adult speech. Specifically, we show that: (1) younger
monkeys produce slower, more variable mouth movements and as they get older, these movements become faster and less
variable; and (2) this developmental pattern does not occur for another cyclical mouth movement – chewing. These patterns
parallel human developmental patterns for speech and chewing. They suggest that, in both species, the two types of rhythmic
mouth movements use different underlying neural circuits that develop in different ways. Ultimately, both lipsmacking and speech
converge on a �5 Hz rhythm that represents the frequency that characterizes the speech rhythm of human adults. We conclude
that monkey lipsmacking and human speech share a homologous developmental mechanism, lending strong empirical support to
the idea that the human speech rhythm evolved from the rhythmic facial expressions of our primate ancestors.

Introduction

Determining how human speech evolved is difficult pri-
marily because most traits thought to give rise to speech
– the vocal production apparatus and the brain – do not
fossilize. We are left with only one reliable way of
investigating the mechanisms underlying the evolution of
speech: the comparative method. By comparing the
behavior and biology of extant primates with humans, we
can deduce the behavioral capacities of extinct common
ancestors, allowing identification of homologies and
providing clues as to the adaptive functions of these
behaviors. However, comparative studies must also rec-
ognize that species-typical behaviors are not only the
product of phylogenetic processes but ontogenetic ones
as well (Gottlieb, 1992), and thus understanding the
origins of species-typical behaviors requires under-
standing the relationship between these two processes.
This integrative approach can help determine whether
homologies reflect the operation of the same or different
underlying mechanisms (Deacon, 1990; Finlay, Darling-
ton & Nicastro, 2001; Schneirla, 1949). Thus, a deeper
understanding of how speech evolved requires compar-

ative studies that incorporate the developmental trajec-
tories of putative speech-related behaviors.

Across all languages studied to date, audiovisual
speech exhibits a �5 Hz rhythmic structure (Chandr-
asekaran, Trubanova, Stillittano, Caplier & Ghazanfar,
2009; Crystal & House, 1982; Dolata, Davis & Mac-
Neilage, 2008; Greenberg, Carvey, Hitchcock & Chang,
2003; Malecot, Johonson & Kizziar, 1972). This �5 Hz
rhythm is critical to speech perception. Disrupting the
auditory component of this rhythm significantly reduces
intelligibility (Drullman, Festen & Plomp, 1994; Saberi &
Perrott, 1999; Shannon, Zeng, Kamath, Wygonski &
Ekelid, 1995; Smith, Delgutte & Oxenham, 2002), as
does disrupting the visual (visible mouth movements)
component (Campbell, 2008; Kim & Davis, 2004; Vit-
kovitch & Barber, 1994, 1996). The speech rhythm is also
closely related to ongoing brain rhythms which it may
exploit through a common sampling rate or by entrain-
ment (Giraud, Kleinschmidt, Poeppel, Lund, Frac-
kowiak & Laufs, 2007; Luo, Liu & Poeppel, 2010; Luo &
Poeppel, 2007; Poeppel, 2003; Schroeder, Lakatos,
Kajikawa, Partan & Puce, 2008). These brain rhythms
are common to all mammals (Buzsaki & Draguhn,
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2004). While some have suggested that the rhythm of
speech evolved de novo in humans (Pinker & Bloom,
1990), one influential theory posits that it evolved
through the modification of rhythmic facial movements
in ancestral primates (MacNeilage, 1998, 2008).

Rhythmic facial movements are extremely common as
visual communicative gestures in primates. The lipsmack,
for example, is an affiliative signal observed in many
genera of Old World primates (Hinde & Rowell, 1962;
Redican, 1975; Van Hooff, 1962), including chimpanzees
(known as ‘teeth-clacks’; Goodall, 1968; Parr, Cohen &
de Waal, 2005). In macaque monkeys, it is characterized
by regular cycles of vertical jaw movement, often
involving a parting of the lips, but sometimes occurring
with closed, puckered lips. Importantly, as a communi-
cation signal, the lipsmack is typically directed at another
individual during face-to-face interactions (Ferrari,
Paukner, Ionica & Suomi, 2009; Van Hooff, 1962). Thus,
during the course of speech evolution, as the theory goes,
these rhythmic facial expressions were coupled to
vocalizations to produce the audiovisual components of
babbling-like (consonant-vowel-like) expressions (Mac-
Neilage, 1998, 2008). Tests of such evolutionary
hypotheses are difficult. Yet, if the idea that rhythmic
speech evolved through the rhythmic facial expressions
of ancestral primates has any validity, then there are at
least three predictions that can be tested using the com-
parative approach. The first is that, like speech, rhythmic
facial expressions of extant primates should occur with a
�5 Hz frequency (Ghazanfar, Chandrasekaran & Mor-
rill, 2010). The second, stronger prediction is that, if the
underlying mechanisms that produce the rhythm in
monkey lipsmacks and human speech are homologous,
then their developmental trajectories should be similar
(Gottlieb, 1992; Schneirla, 1949). Finally, this common
trajectory should be distinct from the developmental
trajectory of other rhythmic mouth movements.

In humans, the earliest form of rhythmic vocal
behavior occurs some time after 6 months of age, when
vocal babbling abruptly emerges (Locke, 1993; Preusc-
hoff, Quartz & Bossaerts, 2008; Smith & Zelaznik, 2004).
Babbling is characterized by the production of canonical
syllables that have acoustic characteristics similar to
adult speech. Their production involves rhythmic
sequences of a mouth close–open alternation (Davis &
MacNeilage, 1995; Lindblom, Krull & Stark, 1996; Oller
2000). This close–open alternation results in a conso-
nant-vowel syllable – representing the only syllable type
present in all the world’s languages (Bell & Hooper,
1978). However, babbling does not emerge with the same
rhythmic structure as adult speech, but rather there is a
sequence of structural changes in the rhythm. There are
at least two aspects to these changes: frequency and
variability. In adults, the speech rhythm is �5 Hz
(Chandrasekaran et al., 2009; Crystal & House, 1982;
Dolata et al., 2008; Greenberg et al., 2003; Malecot et al.,
1972), while in infant babbling, the rhythm is consider-
ably slower. Between 2 and 12 months of age, infants

produce speech-like sounds at a slower rate of roughly
2.8 to 3.4 Hz (Dolata et al., 2008; Levitt & Wang, 1991;
Lynch, Oller, Steffens & Buder, 1995; Nathani, Oller &
Cobo-Lewis, 2003). In addition to differences in the
rhythmic frequency between adults and infants, there are
differences in their variability. Infants produce highly
variable vocal rhythms (Dolata et al., 2008) that do not
become fully adult-like until post-pubescence (Smith &
Zelaznik, 2004). Importantly, this developmental trajec-
tory from babbling to speech is distinct from that of
another cyclical mouth movement, that of chewing. The
frequency of chewing movements in humans is highly
stereotyped: It is slow in frequency and remains virtually
unchanged from early infancy into adulthood (Green,
Moore, Ruark, Rodda, Morvee & VanWitzenberg, 1997;
Kiliaridis, Karlsson & Kjellberge, 1991).

If lipsmacking is indeed a plausible substrate for the
evolution of speech, then it should emerge ontogeneti-
cally like human speech. Here, we tested this hypothesis
by measuring the rhythmic frequency and variability of
lipsmacking in macaque monkeys across neonatal, juve-
nile and adult age groups. Though great apes are phy-
logenetically closer to humans, we used macaques as our
model species because it is very difficult (if not impos-
sible) to acquire developmental data from great apes.
There were many possible outcomes to our study. First,
given the differences in the size of the facial structures
between macaques and humans, it is possible that
lipsmacks and speech rhythms do not converge on the
same �5 Hz rhythm. Second, because of the precocial
neocortical development of macaque monkeys relative to
humans (Gibson, 1991; Malkova, Heuer & Saunders,
2006), the lipsmack rhythm could remain stable from
birth onwards and show no changes in frequency and ⁄ or
no changes in variability (Thelen, 1981). Finally, what-
ever changes in lipsmack structure may occur, the
developmental trajectory may be similar to that of
chewing, another rhythmic mouth movement. That is, it
may be that all complex motor acts undergo the same
changes in frequency and variablity. Our data show that,
like human speech development, monkey lipsmacking
transitions from a low frequency and high variability
state to higher frequency and lower variability over the
course of development. Both communication signals
converge on �5 HZ. Moreover, as in human speech, the
developmental trajectory of lipsmacking is different from
the trajectory for chewing-related orofacial movements.
Our data suggest that monkey lipsmacking and human
speech share a homologous developmental mechanism
and provide empirical support for the idea that human
speech evolved from the rhythmic facial expressions of
our primate ancestors (MacNeilage, 1998, 2008).

Methods

All testing of nonhuman primates was conducted in
accordance with regulations governing the care and use
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of laboratory animals and had prior approval from the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Devel-
opment and the University of Puerto Rico School of
Medicine who operate on behalf of the Caribbean Pri-
mate Research Center.

Classification of lipsmacks

The lipsmack is an unambiguous affiliative signal con-
sisting of rapid vertical displacement of the lower jaw
and a puckering of the lips (Hinde & Rowell, 1962;
Redican, 1975; Van Hooff, 1962) (Figure 1). The upper
and lower teeth do not come together during the
lipsmack, as they do for teeth-grind expressions. Occa-
sionally, the tongue protrudes slightly as the jaw opens
and the lips part. Importantly, the lipsmack display is
typically produced during face-to-face interactions and
follows eye contact (Ferrari et al., 2009; Van Hooff,
1962). In all our data collection, lipsmacks from mon-
keys were elicited through interactions with human
experimenters mimicking lipsmacking behavior.

Neonatal lipsmack data collection

Neonatal rhythmic facial gestures were recorded from
captive infant rhesus macaques between 3 and 8 days
old (n = 15), and in the context of a project investi-
gating neonatal imitation (Figure 1A). All infants were
nursery reared using procedures according to an
established protocol (Ruppenthal, Arling, Harlow,
Sackett & Suomi, 1976). Infants were tested �30–

90 min after feedings in an experimental room in which
the experimenter was seated on a chair and held the
infant while it was grasping a surrogate (doll) mother or
pieces of fleece fabric. This testing is routinely per-
formed as part of a project aimed to assess neonatal
imitative skills (Ferrari, Visalberghi, Paukner, Fogassi,
Ruggiero & Suomi, 2006). Infants were tested three
times a day for up to four days when 1–2 days old, 3–
4 days old, 5–6 days old, and 7–8 days old with an
interval of at least 1h between test sessions each day.
We analyzed sessions in which one experimenter pre-
sented to infants a lipsmacking gesture. In each test
session, one experimenter held the infant swaddled in
pieces of fleece fabric. A second experimenter served as
the source of the stimuli, and a third experimenter
videotaped the test session (30 frames per second, using
a Sony Digital Video camcorder ZR600) and ensured
correct timing of the different phases of the trial. At the
beginning of a trial, a 40 sec baseline was conducted, in
which the demonstrator displayed a passive ⁄ neutral fa-
cial expression. The demonstrator then displayed the
lipsmack gesture for 20 seconds, followed by a still face
period for 20 sec. This stimulus–still face sequence was
repeated three times.

Chewing behavior was not recorded from neonatal
monkeys because they do not eat solid food in the early
weeks of postnatal life.

Juvenile and adult lipsmack data collection

Juvenile and adult lipsmacks were recorded from sub-
jects on the island of Cayo Santiago, Puerto Rico.

(A)

(C)

(B)

Infant 

Juvenile

Adult

Figure 1 Lipsmack frame-by-frame exemplars from neonatal, juvenile and adult monkeys: (A) Neonatal lipsmack exemplar,
consisting of one open–close alternation. The lips begin closed and slightly puckered, separate and close again to a pucker. This
constitutes one cycle. Tongue protrusion, seen clearly in the middle frame, is a common feature of the lipsmack. (B) Juvenile
lipsmack, one cycle. (C) Adult lipsmack, one cycle.
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Cayo Santiago is home to a semi-free-ranging colony
of approximately 1100 rhesus monkeys, funded and
operated jointly by the National Institutes of Health
and the University of Puerto Rico. Monkeys are pro-
visioned daily with monkey biscuits. Subjects recorded
were both male and female monkeys, classified as ei-
ther juveniles (6 mos. to �3.5 yrs, n = 16; Figure 1B)
or adults (older than 3.5 yrs, n = 22; Figure 1C). In
the adult age class, lipsmacks were recorded primarily
from females due to the affiliative nature of the display
and the aggressive tendencies of adult males in the
field (Maestripieri & Wallen, 1997). Lipsmacks from
the juvenile age class were recorded from both males
and females. Observed behaviors in Cayo Santiago
included lipsmacks and chewing. All video data were
collected with a Canon Vixia HF100 camcorder at 30
frames per second. Lipsmacks were elicited through
interactions with human experimenters opportunisti-
cally engaging in eye contact with individuals on the
island.

Chewing behavior in both adults (n = 10) and juve-
niles (n = 10) was recorded ad libitum during ingestion
of provisioned monkey biscuits. Only chewing of these
biscuits was recorded to avoid potential influence of
factors such as food type or hardness on rate of mas-

tication. Chewing bouts of both males and females in
each age class were included. Video recording of
chewing bouts was performed as described above for
lipsmacks.

Extracting temporal dynamics

Lipsmack and chewing video clips were analyzed using
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) for vertical mouth
displacement as a function of time (Figure 2). All videos
were 30 frames per second. The Nyquist frequency,
above which temporal dynamics cannot be reliably
extracted, is thus 15 Hz (fNyquist = 1 ⁄2 v, where v = sam-
pling rate). Mouth displacement was measured frame-
by-frame. For lipsmacks and chewing, displacement was
measured by manually indicating one point in the mid-
dle of the top lip and one in the middle of the bottom lip
for each frame. For some lipsmacks, the top and bottom
lips do not part, so inter-lip distance does not provide
a reliable indication of jaw displacement. For these
lipsmacks, displacement was measured as the distance
between the lower lip and the nasion (the point between
the eyes where the bridge of the nose begins), an
easily identifiable point that does not move during the
gestures.
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Figure 2 Manual coding of inter-lip distance and time series analysis: Methods used to extract temporal dynamics from video
sequences of the target orofacial gesture. The frame-by-frame sequence shows �2 open–close alternations during a lipsmack
performed by an adult monkey. Manual coding was performed using a custom computer program by indicating a point in the middle
of the upper lip and a point in the middle of the lower lip for each frame. White arrows show approximate points of mouse click for
this sequence, and the white line between them shows inter-lip distance. This inter-lip distance is then converted into a time series of
mouth opening through time, which is calculated from the frame rate of each video clip (30 fps). The longer time series on the
bottom right represents the complete lipsmack bout of which this 2-cycle sequence is part. To determine the most representative
frequency of the time series, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed as described in the methods and a power spectrum is
generated. The frequency at which peak spectral density occurs is considered the most representative frequency of the gestural bout.
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Spectral analysis of mouth oscillatory rhythms

To quantify the rhythms of each mouth displacement
time series, spectral analysis was performed with a
multi-taper Fourier transform (Chronux Toolbox,
http://www.chronux.org). Because of the Nyquist limit
frequency, the band pass was set as 0 £ fpass £ 15 Hz. A
power spectrum was generated for each bout and the
peak was measured in MATLAB. This peak reflects the
periodicity which is most representative of a given time
series, and was considered to be the approximate rate of
mouth oscillation in each bout. The mouth opening
time series were amplitude normalized so that maxi-
mum mouth opening in every time series was uniform,
preventing variability in power solely as an artifact of
mouth opening distance. Amplitude normalization of
time series does not affect the location of peaks in the
frequency domain, but does allow for comparison of
mouth oscillation spectra across multiple bouts without
biasing for differences in mouth opening size.

Statistical analysis

Independent t-tests were performed. When necessary, we
accounted for unequal variances and Bonferroni-cor-
rected p-values. All statistical analyses were performed
with the MATLAB Statistics Toolbox or SPSS Statistics
17.0. We also calculated the coefficient of variation (CV)
for lipsmacks and chewing behavior. The CV is a

dimensionless ratio of standard deviation (SD) over the
mean, thereby describing the variance in the context of a
mean value. For example, a constant SD results in a
larger CV as mean decreases. This measure is thus
appropriate when comparing distributions in which
means vary significantly.

Results

If visuofacial gestures such as monkey lipsmacks repre-
sent an evolutionary precursor to the rhythmic structure
of speech, then we hypothesized that lipsmacks and
speech would exhibit parallels in temporal dynamics and
developmental trajectories. We video-recorded the lips-
macking of rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) from three
different age groups: neonates (3–8 days old), juveniles
(6 months to 3.5 years old) and adults (greater than
3.5 years of age) (Figure 1A–C). We then extracted the
temporal dynamics of this rhythmic mouth movement
and performed spectral analyses on them (Figure 2). We
first measured the lipsmack frequency in adult monkeys
for comparison with that of other age classes (n = 16;
Figure 3A, B). Adult lipsmack rhythm was 5.14 €
0.82 Hz (mean € SD) (Figure 3C), similar to what we
reported previously (Ghazanfar et al., 2010). This
resembles the �5 Hz rhythm of syllable production in
human speech (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009; Crystal &
House, 1982; Dolata et al., 2008; Greenberg et al., 2003;
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Figure 3 Rhythmic dynamics of adult monkey lipsmacks: (A) Exemplar time series, showing 1 s samples of adult lipsmack
mouth oscillation at frequencies representative of data set. Vertical axis represents normalized units for mouth opening, with
peak inter-lip distance during the sequence set at 100. (B) Mean power spectrum for all adult lipsmack bouts consisting of power
spectra from all adult lipsmack data averaged. Shaded area above and below spectrum line indicates ± 1 SEM. (C) Mean of peak
spectral densities from each adult lipsmack bout (mean ± SD). Error bars indicate ± 1 SD. (D) Coefficient of variation for adult
lipsmacks.
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Malecot et al., 1972). The coefficient of variation (CV)
for adult lipsmacks was 0.16 (Figure 3D).

We next examined the rhythmic frequency of lipsmacks
produced by neonatal monkeys between 3 and 8 days of
age (n = 15; Figure 4A, B). Neonatal lipsmacks showed
both relatively lower frequencies and greater variability

when compared to adults. The mean neonatal lipsmack
rhythm was 1.52 € 0.94 Hz (Figure 4C), which is sig-
nificantly different from mean adult rhythm (two-sample
t-test (t(29) = 12.43, corrected p < .0001). The CV for
neonatal lipsmacks was 0.62 (Figure 4D), almost four
times greater than the adult variability. This pattern is
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Figure 4 Rhythmic dynamics of neonatal monkey lipsmacks: (A) Exemplar time series, showing 1 s samples of mouth oscillation
at frequencies representative of data set. Axes of all plots as in Figure 3. (B) Mean power spectrum for all neonatal lipsmacks bouts.
(C) Mean of peak spectral densities from each neonatal lipsmack bout (mean ± SD). Error bars indicate ± 1 SD. (D) Coefficient of
variation for neonatal lipsmacks.
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Figure 5 Rhythmic dynamics of juvenile monkey lipsmacks: (A) Exemplar time series, showing 1 s samples of mouth oscillation
at frequencies representative of data set. Axes of all plots as in Figure 3. (B) Mean power spectrum for all adult lipsmack bouts.
(C) Mean of peak spectral densities from each juvenile lipsmack bout (mean ± SD). Error bars indicate ± 1 SD. (D) Coefficient
of variation for juvenile lipsmacks.
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similar to human neonatal babbling which is character-
ized by a lower mean frequency (Dolata et al., 2008;
Levitt & Wang, 1991; Lynch et al., 1995; Nathani et al.,
2003) and high variability (Dolata et al., 2008) relative to
mature speech.

We then measured the rhythmic frequency of juvenile
monkey lipsmacks; these were produced by monkeys
between the ages of 6 months and 3.5 years (n = 22)
(Figure 5A, B). Our data show that the juvenile lipsmack
has an adult-like mean frequency, but with greater vari-
ability. Juvenile lipsmack frequencies showed a mean of
5.33 € 1.69 Hz (Figure 5C), which is not significantly
different from the mean of adult frequencies (t(36) =
0.50, ns). It is, however, significantly different from
the neonatal lipsmack rhythm (t(35) = 8.75, corrected p <
.0001). Comparing the variability of the juvenile lip-
smacks (CV = 0.32) to adult (CV = 0.16) and neonatal
(CV = 0.62) lipsmacks shows that rhythmic variability
decreases by almost half at each stage of development.
This differential variability is apparent when the mean
power spectra of lipsmack oscillations for juveniles and
adults are compared (Figures 3B and 5B). While the
mean adult spectrum shows a clear peak, the juvenile
spectrum plateaus in the approximate range of 3–8 Hz,
which extends both above and below the peak adult
range.

Overall, a comparison of lipsmacks across the three
age groups suggests that lipsmacks go through multiple
stages of development. There is an increase in rhythmic
frequency up to �5 Hz from neonatal to juvenile stages.
From the juvenile stage onward, the maturation required
to reach adult-like lipsmacks appears to be a refinement

of control (decrease in variability) rather than a direc-
tional change in mean frequency.

One possibility is that the changes in lipsmack tem-
poral dynamics over the course of development are the
outcome of a more general maturation of orofacial
motor circuits. Indeed, it would not be unreasonable to
expect that any complex movement results from changes
that go from slow and variable to faster and less vari-
able. To test for this, we analyzed temporal dynamics of
another rhythmic mouth movement, that of chewing,
which uses the same facial anatomical structures as
lipsmacking. We did this for both juvenile (n = 10;
Figure 6A, B) and the adult monkeys (n = 10; Fig-
ure 6E, F). (We did not measure neonatal chewing
movements, as they do not exist; rhesus monkeys do
not eat solid food in the first weeks of life.) Juvenile
mean frequency of chewing was 2.49 € 0.34 Hz (Fig-
ure 6C), while adult mean frequency was
2.60 Hz € 0.34 Hz (Figure 6G). These means are not
significantly different from each other (t(18) = 0.68, ns).
This rhythmic frequency for chewing is similar to that
of humans. When compared to lipsmacks, the rhythmic
frequency of chewing was significantly slower in both
age groups (juvenile: t(30) = 7.49, p < .0001; adult:
t(24) = 13.15 p < .0001). Also in contrast to lipsmack
development, the variability of chewing movements did
not change much between juveniles and adults (juvenile
CV = 0.14; adult CV = 0.13) (Figure 6D, H). Overall,
these data show that the development dynamics of
lipsmacking do not represent a general change in the
degree of orofacial motor control, but a refinement of a
distinct circuit.
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Figure 6 Chewing rhythmic dynamics between juvenile and adult monkeys: (A–D) Temporal dynamics of juvenile monkey
chewing. (A) Two exemplar juvenile chewing time series of 2 s length. Vertical axis represents normalized units for mouth opening,
with peak inter-lip distance during the sequence set at 100. (B) Juvenile chewing mean power spectrum, consisting of power spectra
of all juvenile chewing bouts averaged. (C) Mean of peak spectral densities from each juvenile lipsmack bout (mean ± SD) Error bars
indicate ± 1 SD. (D) Coefficient of variation for juvenile chewing movements. (E–H) Temporal dynamics of adult chewing. (E) Two 2
s exemplars of adult chewing time series. (F) Adult chewing mean power spectrum. (G) Mean of peak spectral densities from each
adult chewing bout (mean ± SD). (H) Coefficient of variation for adult chewing movements.
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Another possibility is that the rhythmic frequency of
lipsmacking could be different in captivity (where our
neonatal lipsmacks were collected) versus semi-free-
ranging conditions. Though we couldn’t examine this
issue for all age groups, we compared the lipsmacking by
adult macaques on Cayo Santiago with adult macaques
in captivity while they were seated in monkey chairs.
Lipsmacking is at 5.14 € 0.82 Hz for wild monkeys (as
reported above) and 5.82 € 0.90 Hz for captive monkeys.
There were no meaningful differences.

Discussion

Our hypothesis from the outset was that, if the
rhythmic nature of audiovisual speech evolved from the
rhythmic facial expressions of ancestral primates
(MacNeilage, 1998, 2008), then macaque monkey lip-
smacks should not only have the same rhythmic fre-
quency (Ghazanfar et al., 2010), but should also
develop with the same trajectory as human speech. We
measured the rhythmic frequency and variability of
lipsmacks across individuals in three different age
groups: neonates, juveniles and adults. There were
many possible outcomes. First, given the differences in
the size of the facial structures between macaques and
humans, there was a distinct possibility that lipsmacks
and speech rhythms need not converge on the same
�5 Hz rhythm. Second, because of the precocial neo-
cortical development of macaque monkeys relative to
humans (Gibson, 1991; Malkova et al., 2006), the
lipsmack rhythm could remain stable from birth on-
wards, showing no changes in frequency and ⁄ or no
changes in variability (Thelen, 1981). Finally, whatever
changes in lipsmack structure may occur, they do not
have to diverge from that of chewing, another rhythmic
mouth movement. That is, it may be that all complex
motor acts undergo the same changes in frequency and
variablity (for example, rhythmic limb movements in
humans infants; Thelen, 1979).

In light of these alternative possibilites, it is striking
that our data show that lipsmacking develops like the
human speech rhythm: young individuals produce
slower, more variable mouth movements and as they get
older, these movements become faster and less variable.
Furthermore, as in human speech development (Smith
& Zelaznik, 2004), the variability and frequency chan-
ges in lipsmacking are independent in that juveniles
have the same rhythmic lipsmack frequency as adult
monkeys, but the lipsmacks are much more variable. In
juvenile and adult monkeys, the mean rhythmic fre-
quency is �5 Hz, the same frequency that characterizes
the speech rhythm in human adults (Chandrasekaran et
al., 2009; Crystal & House, 1982; Dolata et al., 2008;
Greenberg et al., 2003; Malecot et al., 1972). Impor-
tantly, the developmental trajectory for lipsmacking was
different from that of chewing. Chewing had the same
slow frequency (�2.5 Hz) as in humans and consistent

low variability across the juvenile and adult age groups.
These differences in developmental trajectories between
lipsmacking and chewing are identical to those reported
in humans for speech and chewing (Moore & Ruark,
1996; Steeve, 2010; Steeve, Moore, Green, Reilly &
McMurtrey, 2008). Naturally, as Old World monkeys
develop precocially relative to humans (Gibson, 1991;
Malkova et al., 2006), these parallel trajectories occur
on different timescales (i.e. faster in macaques) (Clancy,
Darlington & Finlay, 2000; Kingsbury & Finlay, 2001).
Overall, our data suggest that monkey lipsmacking and
human speech share a homologous developmental
mechanism and lend strong empirical support for the
idea that human speech evolved from the rhythmic fa-
cial expressions of our primate ancestors (MacNeilage,
1998, 2008).

What about the lack of vocal output in lipsmacking?

Lipsmacks may be the most ubiquitous of all the primate
facial expressions, occurring in a wide range of social
contexts and observed in many genera of Old World
primates (Redican, 1975; Van Hooff, 1962; Goodall,
1968; Parr et al., 2005). In the present study, we have
shown that not only is the lipsmack rhythmic frequency
the same as adult audiovisual speech (Chandrasekaran
et al., 2009), but its developmental trajectory is also
similar to the one that takes humans from babbling in
infancy to adult speech. Yet, a fundamental difference
between lipsmacking and babbling ⁄ speech is that the
former lacks a vocal (acoustic) component. Thus, the
capacity to coordinate vocalization during cyclical
mouth movements seen in babbling and speech seems to
be a human adaptation. How can one reconcile this
difference? That is, how can lipsmacks be related to
speech if there is no vocal component?

In human and nonhuman primates, the basic mechanics
of voice production are broadly similar and consist of two
distinct components: the source and the filter (Fant, 1970;
Fitch & Hauser, 1995; Ghazanfar & Rendall, 2008). Voice
production involves (1) a sound generated by air pushed by
the lungs through the larynx (the source) and (2) the
modification through resonance of this sound by the vocal
tract airways above the larynx (the filter: the nasal and oral
cavities whose shapes can be changed by movements of the
jaw, tongue and lips). These two basic components of the
vocal apparatus behave and interact in complex ways to
generate a wide range of sounds; the movements of the
mouth are essential and intimately linked to the acoustics
generated by the laryngeal source, including its rhythmic
structure (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009). Thus, MacNei-
lage’s theory (MacNeilage, 1998, 2008) – purporting that
the origins of rhythmic speech occurred via modifications
of rhythmic facial gestures – addresses only the vocal tract
filter component of babbling ⁄ speech production. In sup-
port of MacNeilage’s idea, our developmental data show
that the rhythmic facial movements required by human
speech likely have their origin in the lipsmacking gesture of
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nonhuman primates. The separate origin of laryngeal
control (that is, how to link the voice with the rhythmic
facial gestures) remains a mystery. The most plausible
scenario is that the cortical control of the brainstem’s
nucleus ambiguus, which innervates the laryngeal muscles,
is absent in all primates save humans (Deacon, 1997).

Different orofacial behaviors have different
developmental trajectories

We found that juvenile and adult lipsmack frequencies
were faster than chewing movements. Furthermore, from
the juvenile stage to adults, the developmental changes
were different for lipsmacks versus chewing. At the
juvenile stage, lipsmacks were highly variable relative to
adult lipsmacks, while chewing movements had consis-
tent low variability between these two age groups. These
differences in the pattern of development for lipsmacks
versus chewing are similar to those seen in humans for
chewing and speech. Like macaque monkey chewing, the
frequency of chewing movements in human infants is
highly stereotyped, remaining virtually unchanged from
early infancy into adulthood (Green et al., 1997;
Kiliaridis et al., 1991). In contrast, for both monkey
lipsmacking and human speech, the pattern of change is
very different. As we show for lipsmacking, the human
infant babbling rhythm increases in frequency and de-
creases in variability as it transitions to adult speech
(Green, Moore & Reilly, 2002; Smith & Goffman, 1998;
Tingley & Allen, 1975). These differences in the devel-
opmental trajectories for chewing versus lipsmack and
speech suggest that different underlying neurophysio-
logical mechanisms are at play.

The mandibular movements shared by chewing, lips-
macking and speech all require the coordination of
muscles controlling the jaw, face, tongue and respiration.
Their foundational rhythms are likely produced by
homologous central pattern generators in the pons and
medulla of the brainstem (Lund & Kolta, 2006). These
circuits are present in all mammals, are operational early
in life and are modulated by feedback from peripheral
sensory receptors. Beyond peripheral sensory feedback,
the neocortex is an additional source influencing how
differences (e.g. frequency and variability) between
orofacial movements may arise (Lund & Kolta, 2006;
MacNeilage, 1998). While chewing movements may be
largely independent of cortical control (Lund & Kolta,
2006), lipsmacking and speech production are both
modulated by the neocortex, in accord with social con-
text and communication goals (Bohland & Guenther,
2006; Caruana, Jezzini, Sbriscia-Fioretti, Rizzolatti &
Gallese, 2011). Thus, one hypothesis is that the devel-
opmental changes in the frequency and variability of
lipsmacks and speech are a reflection of the maturation
of neocortical circuits influencing brainstem central
pattern generators (as suggested by Thelen (Thelen,
1981) in the context of rhythmic movements more
generally).

One important neocortical node likely to be involved
in this circuit is the insula. The human insula is involved
in multiple processes related to communication, includ-
ing feelings of empathy (Keysers & Gazzola, 2006) and
learning in uncertain social environments (Preuschoff
et al., 2008). Importantly, the human insula is also in-
volved in speech production (Ackermann & Riecker,
2004; Catrin Blank, Scott, Murphy, Warburton & Wise,
2002; Dronkers 1996; Bohland & Guenther, 2006).
Consistent with an evolutionary link between lipsmacks
and speech, the insula also plays a role in generating
monkey lipsmacks (Caruana et al., 2011). Electrical
stimulation of the insula elicits lipsmacking in monkeys,
but only when those monkeys are making eye contact
(i.e. are face to face) with another individual. This
demonstrates that the insula is a social-sensory-motor
node for lipsmack production. Thus, it is conceivable
that for both monkey lipsmacking and human speech,
the increase in rhythmic frequency and decrease in vari-
ability are, in part at least, due to the socially guided
development of the insula. Another possible cortical
node in this network is the premotor cortex in which
neurons respond to seeing and producing lipsmacks
(Ferrari, Gallese, Rizzolatti & Fogassi, 2003).

Does social context influence the development of both
lipsmacking and babbling?

Monkey lipsmacking and human infant babbling show a
high degree of variability in their rhythmic frequency
that gets reduced over time. Typically, high variability
would be associated with immature motor neuronal
function. Indeed, Thelen (1981) has suggested that high
motor variability early in life is associated with the slow
myelination process in cortical circuits and that this may
be adaptive: the high variability is useful for providing a
flexible substrate that can allow social input to guide
further development. For example, children need flexibly
organized motor control systems so that they can acquire
new patterns of speech. The formation of those new
patterns is often guided by feedback and instruction
from caregivers. Human infants given contingent feed-
back from their mothers rapidly re-structure their bab-
bling output and do so in accordance to the caregiver’s
generic, attentive responses as well as towards the care-
giver’s specific phonological output (Goldstein, King &
West, 2003; Goldstein & Schwade, 2008).

This type of social feedback is not limited to the hu-
mans. Mother–infant pairs of macaque monkeys also
communicate inter-subjectively (Ferrari et al., 2009).
They exchange complex forms of communication that
include mutual gaze, mouth-to-mouth contacts, imita-
tion and, most important for the present discussion,
lipsmacks. Lipsmacking between mothers and neonatal
infant monkeys always requires mutual gaze. Although
unrelated adult monkeys exchange lipsmacks, some
patterns of lipsmacks between mothers and neonates are
unique (Ferrari et al., 2009). For example, sometimes a
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mother holds the infant’s head, pulling its face towards
her own, before producing lipsmacks. Other times, a
mother moves her head up and down, close to the infant,
in order to capture its attention before producing lip-
smacks. Could these maternal lipsmacks guide infant
monkeys to produce lipsmacks with a consistent species-
typical rhythmic frequency?

The evolution of speech

MacNeilage (MacNeilage, 1998, 2008) suggested that
during the course of human speech evolution, rhythmic
facial expressions were coupled to vocalizations. We
tested one aspect of this prediction by investigating the
structure and development of macaque monkey lip-
smacks and found that their developmental trajectory is
strikingly similar to the one that leads from human
infant babbling to adult speech: younger monkeys pro-
duce slower, more variable mouth movements and as
they get older, these movements become faster and less
variable. This developmental pattern does not occur for
another cyclical mouth movement – chewing. Ultimately,
both lipsmacking and speech converge on a stable �5 Hz
rhythm that represents the frequency that characterizes
the average syllable production rate in human adults
(Chandrasekaran et al., 2009; Crystal & House, 1982;
Dolata et al., 2008; Greenberg et al., 2003; Malecot et al.,
1972). We suggest that monkey lipsmacking and human
babbling share a homologous developmental mechanism,
lending strong empirical support for the idea that human
speech evolved from the rhythmic facial expressions of
our primate ancestors (MacNeilage, 1998, 2008).
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